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Introduction

The problem statement is simple. Does deep learning have predictive power for financial stocks and if it does how is it compared to the traditional alpha predictive model like Multi Factors model (MFM). This paper has goal to 1) show how the predictive power of Deep learning combining different model sequence model like LSTM and combined them with filtering model like Wavelet and PCA and 2) it will compare the result with multi-factor model in terms of their predictive power. We will use spearman ranking correlation between true and predicted value to compare different models.

Baseline

We started the model based on available github repository [1] and modify the model to fit our requirement. Namely we modified the model to:

1. Enable more than one factors instead of just close price. In fact it can now add different factors
2. Different way to measure the accuracy
3. Different forecast horizon (20days, 5 days etc)
4. Changed to model to work on with python 3+ instead of 2.7

The data set at the stage is still using what the github has. We changed to enable more than one factor and to see the predictive level with a very simple model. As expected the predictive power is very low.

5 days slop (red) is 0.01 and corr=-0.11     True (green) vs predicted (orange)

The above 2 graphs are based on 5 days forward returns using close, high, low, open price to predict. The model was a simple 1 layer LSTM model with 128 neurons and 50 time steps. We can see that the model has no predictive power as the slop of (true vs predicted) is near zero and have negative correlation with each other. Not only that, the lost is very bouncy and not decaying gradually.
Next Steps

The next steps are to focus on improving the predictive model using Deep Learning by focusing on 2 areas: Data quality and Model complexity:

**Data:** we will use more data from QuandL [3]. There are about 80+ factors covering 3 areas: Fundamental factors [4] (e.g: Price/Earning), Economic [5] (e.g: Interest rate) and Technical [6] Factors (e.g: MACD). We want to predict 20 days market excess returns because anything less will be too volatile and not tradable due to high transaction cost. We want excess return because that shows the true alpha of a stock and not because of the markets. Data is from 2006 all the way to 2018. We will use mainly 50 stocks to test different scenarios. We sometime test it on 200 names to see the impact of big data. 50 names will give us about 150K training data and 200 names about 450K. 5% will use to do dev and test data.

**Model & Related work (part I data filler):** We will try to replicate the model propose by Bao et al [2] that combines wavelet and LSTM model. We will also try different model that combines different filtering method like PCA as suggested by Chan et al [7]. Wavelet is used to separate the high / low frequency of a time series and to reduce noise as suggested by Mikko [8]. Similar to Bao, two levels wavelet transformation is applied to our data to reduce the risk of overfitting. Similarly we want to try the usage of PCA for dimension reduction whether it will help in the prediction power of our model. Fig 1 shows how we smooth out one of our factors. The final part of data cleansing/smoothing is to apply standard normalisation so all factors are entered around zero and the standard deviation is one.

![Wavelet and Transform](image)

**Model & Related work (part II Deep Learning model):**

Our goal for this project is to build a model inspired by the Bao et al model and using with (or without) different encoding and decoding mechanism. The main part of the model is to use a sequential deep learning model like LSTM [9]. One of the main reason of using LSTM is its ability to remember long memory using its three gates (input, forget and output). So we capture the effect of changes over last days, week or even months to see what type of changes will affect future stock performance. The main question is how many steps back should should we have. This is part of analysis we will conduct. Before feeding the time series into LSTM, we pass the filtered data into three layers of Stacked AutoEncoder (SAE) to generate better approximation to non-linear [10] aspect of the financial data. We also use Relu activation (function f()) with SAE. Together, SAE and two layers of LSTM, will be combined to act as an encoding component. We will use the hidden

\[
i_t = \sigma(z_t U^i + h_{t-1} W^i)
\]
\[
f_t = \sigma(z_t U^f + h_{t-1} W^f)
\]
\[
o_t = \sigma(z_t U^o + h_{t-1} W^o)
\]
\[
\hat{C}_t = \tanh(z_t U^g + h_{t-1} W^g)
\]
\[
C_t = \sigma(f_t \ast C_{t-1} + i_t \ast \hat{C}_t)
\]
\[
h_t = \tanh(C_t) \ast o_t
\]
\[
a(x) = f(W_1 x + b_1)
\]
\[
x' = f(W_2 a(x) + b_2)
\]
and output states of last LSTM layer and feed them to the Decoder.

The Decoder component uses one layers of LSTM and output the last steps into two layers of Dense layers followed by Batch Normalisation, LeakyRelu activation and Dropout layer and finally, the prediction: the 20 days excess market return.

\[

t_i = \beta_1 t_{i-1} + (1 - \beta_1) g_i \\
\theta _{t+1} = \theta _t - \frac{\eta}{\sqrt{\bar{r}_i + \epsilon}} m_i \\
\]

We choose to use standard RME loss and 
Adaptive Moment Estimation (Adam) Optimiser for it's adaptive learning rate. Adam combines both RMSProp and Momentum and it moves faster in the dimension that has high gradient variance. Notice we added Encoder/Decoder logic on top of Bao et al model.

Experiments/Results/Discussion

We use three matrix to measure the model accuracy:

- **HitRate**: calculate how many positive are actually positive. For stock trading this is particular important because this could mean loss money versus winning less.

- **Correlation**: this is important as we want to be able to pick the top winner and the bottom one.

- **Slope**: This is important because we want the slope to be as near as one as possible. if it’s near to zero, although we might have high nitrate, there will be high variable in our prediction.

Multi-factor model (MFM) we tested based on the same data set and time frame has the following value: slope=0.005, Corr=0.021, HitRate:55%. Notice MFM has a good Hit-rate percentage but the slope is very flat and showing high bias.

Notice how we differ from the Bao paper in how we measure the quality of the model and it’s predicting power in 20 days.

**Batch size** has been tested from 64 to 512. The difference is minor and we stick to use 128 so that the run for epoch isn’t too long and we still get good level of randomness.

**Choice of model combination**: we want to experiment different model combinations and here is the list of names and the model they refer to:

- sae + lstm: Stacked Autoencoder + 2xLSTM
- wave + sae + lstm (Bao et al model): wavelet + Stacked Autoencoder + 2xLSTM
- sae + lstm + enc: sae + 2xLSTM + encoding/decoding + 1xLSTM
- wave + sae + lstm + enc: wave filtering + sae + 2xLSTM + enco/deco + 1xLSTM

Each of them will end with 2 layers of Dense + BatchNorm + LeakyRelu + Dropout. The models have roughly about 300K parameters.

**Parameters tuning**: Beside the choice of the model combination, we also try to vary different hyper parameters:
- Steps: how many steps we look back (20, 40, 60, 80)
- Dropout: from 50% to 0%
- Regularisation: 0.01, 0.001, 0.0001 and 0.00001

Data set: Most of the experiment are conducted with 50 names (150K data set) but few experiments are conducted on 200 names (450K data set) to see the effect of big data. We would use more data but the process is just too slow with the AWS machines that was given to us and free credit got run out fairly quickly.

Results analysis: The excel table on the left shows all the different combination we had. Unless mentioned, they are all based on 50 names. Firstly, the multi factor model is very hard to beat from this project but it’s not conclusive that it’s better than Deep learning. This will be further discussed in the next steps sections.

We noticed that regularisation is not doing anything but harming the performance. The slop is nearly zero and sometime we can’t even get any correlation number. this wasn’t too surprising given we haven’t really overfit the model yet. The keep rate has some effects on the performance but it’s not sure if it’s purely random or 60% keep rate is the best range or not. further study must be conducted to verify. Number of steps does seem to have an effect on the results and 60 works days seems to be having highest positive impact with highest slope, correlation and hit ratio. On the right side the graph is one of the out example using step 60 and keep rate of 0.6. When we increase the number of stocks, we can see steady performance and good correlation but it’s taking too long to have multiple runs.

Conclusion and next steps: Even though the result of this paper seems to be encouraging, we can’t really conclude anything at this stage. because 1) most of the test were only based on 50 names and 2) we don’t have enough test data to have a high confidence level. However, I believe we are on the right track and should perform further analysis in the following:

a. Have a bigger / faster server to test with higher number of stocks
b. Change the loss function to include different sign issue. if y, y_hat are (3,1) and (1,-1), but difference is 2 but the later one will cost us losing money where the former one will only cause us to earn less. we can also see this problem in our result.
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